
O
n October 14, Greenpower Bus demonstrated to
Vancouver a new, fully electric, 36ft bus that worked.
Imagine, a bus where passengers could easily converse

and ride while secure in the knowledge that their zero emission
commute caused virtually no harm to the environment. The
argument that full electric vehicles ‘just move the emissions
elsewhere’ doesn’t quite hold here in BC, as at least 93% of our
electricity is from
renewable sources. (See:
www.bchydro.com/energy-
in-bc/our_system.html.) 

To show that the bus
wasn’t just a ‘platform
queen’, Greenpower
loaded some people
aboard and drove it around
for several blocks. A CBC
reporter even did an
interview on the bus while
in transit, and the vehicle
was so quiet everyone
onboard could hear the interview clearly (watch the interview
online at: www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-
columbia/greenpowerbus-touts-zero-emission-coach-
1.2791795). Even the sound of the turn signal could be heard
from the back. 

Greenpower’s electric bus is a full-sized, 33-seat transit unit,
identical to others of its size and shape in every respect except
one—it’s quiet. This bus can travel 250km on a single charge,
the cost of which should work out to be approximately one tenth
of fuelling a diesel-fueled bus. For the full specs check out
Greenpower’s website: greenpowerbus.com. 

Greenpower seems to be a company serious about quality,
as demonstrated by the fact that they went through four
iterations of this model before showing the public that they have
a dependable product. The unit itself is sourced from China and
their own engineers have designed the Flexpower system to
respond to variable road conditions using batteries and a BMS
(battery management system) from JD Power.

While Greenpower states that any transit operator will realize
a savings of $50,000–$60,000 per annum in fuel costs
(compared to diesel) they haven’t put a price to the
accompanying cost savings of reduced maintenance overall and
any owner of an electric vehicle will tell you it’s considerable. No
more oil changes or transmission tune-ups, and longer lasting
brakes due to regeneration, not to mention the time saved by

not having to bring the vehicle
in for checkups—just to name a
few.

What the Gulf Islands could
benefit from is a scaled down
version of one of these. If
someone (Tesla Motors,
perhaps?) were to get into the
small shuttle bus business and
could produce something like
this for $200,000, it would be a
real game changer.

Many people can remember
another electric bus,

demonstrated in Vancouver in 1993, that sort of worked. While
fueled by hydrogen, it was propelled by an electric motor.  In all
fairness, the technology is sound, but it’s just not cost effective.
It’s very energy intensive to make hydrogen and that same
electricity could simply be put straight into an electric vehicle’s
battery without the penalty of consuming approximately 3 times
as much energy as it takes to get a kilowatt of energy from
hydrogen. 

Greenpower Bus has brought to market something entirely
different, an electric bus that’s cost effective and works. So, while
Greenpower has clearly demonstrated that the technology is
here, today, for sustainable transportation, the big question
remains: will consumers respond favourably? My guess would
be ‘Yes’ provided they get an opportunity to do so. And that
means that transit operators have to step up and make the
investment so that commuters can show their support—albeit at
$2.50 a ride. 0
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